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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
As 2021 draws to its conclusion I am delighted to report that our Club has resumed activities
despite a very difficult two years for anything related to music and entertainment. Elsewhere in this
issue our Editor reports on our highly successful Rachmaninoff event with Tony Palmer, and how
wonderful it was, too, to have a live audience and to see so many old friends again!
There are still a few places available for our Christmas Dinner on 8th December when Dame Anne
Evans and John Lucas will be our special guests. If you would like to attend then please respond
urgently to Ian Slater: iw.slater@ntlworld.com or 0208 529 3786.
Despite this good news, the future of our Club remains uncertain due to falling membership and
very limited resources. For this reason we are forming a working party to consider the future of
The Music Club of London and any suggestions from members would be particularly welcome.
The first outcome of these discussions will be reported in the March issue of Harmony.
Some “changing of the guard” has already taken place in the management of the Club. For
example, a new Concerts Team has been formed consisting of Catherine Dobson, Katharine
Chasey and Ann Archbold who are organising the planning and booking of our excellent
programme of events for members to attend together. Harmony Editor Roger Lee reports: “it’s a
real joy to work with this team in preparing the programme, which is more attractive than ever.”
Elsewhere in these pages our Secretary Ian Slater describes the most rewarding aspects of his
job but he also tells us of his own limitations regarding the use of social media which he
recognises as an essential aspect of the work which his position requires. Is there anyone who
might be able to offer assistance in this regard? We would love to hear from you.
On behalf of our committee, may I wish you a very pleasant festive season and a happy and
prosperous New Year.

Michael Bousfield
mikebous@icloud.com
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Friday 14th January
Royal Festival Hall

LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
MARIN ALSOP, CONDUCTOR
KIAN SOLTANI, CELLO

“His cello sound has the fuzz and richness of caramel, and he plays with an easy warmth,
drawing the orchestra after him like a halo around a candle flame” The Washington Post
Marin Alsop illuminates everything she touches as she showcases the restless energy of Barber’s
classic symphony, the lyrical cello soloist Kian Sotani in Shostakovich’s powerful cello concerto
and Brahms’ magnificent farewell symphony.
Barber
Symphony No.1
Shostakovich Cello Concerto No.1
Brahms
Symphony No.4

There is a free pre-performance event at 6pm where young instrumentalists perform
contemporary music under the baton of Brett Dean, Composer-in-Residence.
Catherine Dobson will accompany the group.
Tel: 07855 986 362 email: catherinemd55@yahoo.co.uk

Tickets £20 in the Front Balcony
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Wednesday 19th January
Cadogan Hall

WITH THE ORCHESTRA OF ENGLISH NATIONAL OPERA

Join the stars of the future for a showcase of semi-staged scenes from well-loved operas,
accompanied by the ENO Orchestra under the baton of celebrated British conductor Richard
Farnes (Metropolitan Opera, Opera North, Royal Danish Opera).
Joining Richard on the podium will be the current English National Opera Mackerras Fellow,
conductor Olivia Clarke.
Directed by Amy Lane, who has worked extensively in the UK with the Royal Opera House, Welsh
National Opera and English National Opera. She is currently Artistic Director of the Copenhagen
Opera Festival.
The evening not only supports and celebrates the next generation of opera talent but also young
musicians from the Royal College of Music through ENO Evolve which offers students the chance
to work alongside a dedicated full-time opera orchestra.
Your contact is Katharine Chasey.
Tel: 020 7281 5074 email: katharine.chasey@btinternet.com
Tickets £18
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

11.30am Sunday 30th January
Wigmore Hall

Born in Tokyo, Maki Sekiya started piano lessons at the age of four and her public career began at
the age of ten when she appeared on Japanese television A year later Maki and her family moved
to London and she won a scholarship to the prestigious Purcell School of Music in Hertfordshire,
after which she moved to Russia. Since then she has performed all over Europe.
Skryabin
Somei Satoh
Debussy
Chopin:

Piano Sonata No. 4 in F sharp, Op. 30
Yume no Kagami
Nocturnes, II. Fêtes (Arranged by Leonard Borwick)
12 Etudes, Op. 25

Ann Archbold will accompany the group.
Tel: 020 7625 6976 email: annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch afterwards.

Tickets: £16 or £14 concessions.
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Wednesday 9th February
Royal Festival Hall

LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
HANNU LINTU, CONDUCTOR
LAWRENCE POWER, VIOLA

Neilsen
Brett Dean
Mahler

Helios Overture
Viola Concerto
Symphony No.1

Neilsen’s sunburst of an overture precedes the concerto composed in 2015 for his own instrument
by Brett Dean, LPO’s Composer-in-Residence, with Lawrence Power as viola soloist.
Mahler’s First Symphony is the starting point of a journey from the depths of tragedy to the heights
of triumph. Mahler said that his symphonies must be like the world and embrace everything.

Catherine Dobson will accompany the group.
Tel: 07855 986 362 email: catherinemd55@yahoo.co.uk
Tickets: £20 in the Front Balcony
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Wednesday 16th February
Cadogan Hall

HANDEL’S CORONATION ANTHEMS

One of Handel’s first tasks as a naturalised British Citizen was to write the music for the
Coronation of the new monarch, King George II. The result was four majestic anthems, perfectly
capturing the pomp and grandeur of the occasion, and a celebration of the Baroque era at its
grandest, its most opulent and its most glorious.
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba from Solomon
My heart is inditing
Organ Concerto in F major Op. 4 no. 4
Zadok the Priest
The King shall rejoice
Overture to Jephtha
Let thy hand be strengthened
Worthy is the Lamb / Amen from Messiah
Your contact is Katharine Chasey.
Tel: 020 7281 5074 email: katharine.chasey@btinternet.com
Tickets £20
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

11.30am Sunday 20th February
Wigmore Hall

Established at the Korean National University of Arts in 2007, the Novus String Quartet is one of
the leading chamber music ensembles in Korea, and first caused a sensation in Europe in 2012
when they earned the Second Prize in the string quartet category at the renowned ARD Music
Competition. Two years later the quartet crowned itself with the First Prize at the Salzburg Mozart
Competition.
Smetana
Brahms

String Quartet No.1 in E minor, ‘From my life’
String Quartet in C minor, Op. 51, No. 1

Ann Archbold will accompany the group.
Tel: 020 7625 6976 email: annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch afterwards
Tickets: £16 or £14 concessions.
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7pm Sunday 6th March
Cadogan Hall

PINCHAS ZUKERMAN

Legendary virtuoso Pinchas Zukerman returns to perform a sublime selection of classics with the
English Chamber Orchestra.
Joined by renowned cellist Amanda Forsyth, the Orchestra performs Offenbach’s thoughtprovoking work Jacqueline’s Tears, followed by Vivaldi’s Concerto for Violin & Cello in B flat.
Haydn’s Symphony No. 49 in F minor, La passione’ crowns a second half that also includes
Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 5 performed by Pinchas Zukerman.
Your contact is Katharine Chasey.
Tel: 020 7281 5074 email: katharine.chasey@btinternet.com
Tickets: £25
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Wednesday 16th March
Royal Festival Hall

LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
DAVID ZINMAN, CONDUCTOR
RICHARD GOODE, PIANO

Vaughan Williams
Mozart
Richard Strauss

Overture: The Wasps
Piano Concerto No.25, K503
Aus Italien

Vaughan Williams’ fizzing overture opens the programme and is followed by Mozart‘s 25th Piano
Concerto played by Richard Goode, described by a critic as “sounding like the composer himself
at the keyboard”. Conductor David Zinman concludes this scintillating concert with the glowing
orchestral colours of Strauss’ sumptuous Aus Italien.

Catherine Dobson will accompany the group.
Tel: 07855 986 362 email: catherinemd55@yahoo.co.uk
Tickets: £20 in the Front Balcony
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

11.30am Sunday 27th March
Wigmore Hall

THE WIHAN QUARTET

The Wihan Quartet has been described by International Record Review as one of the best
quartets in the world today. In 2015 the Quartet celebrated 30 years since its formation. Over the
years it has developed an outstanding reputation for the interpretation of its native Czech heritage
and of the many classical, romantic and modern masterpieces of the string quartet repertoire.
Taneyev
Britten

String Quartet No. 1 in B flat minor, Op. 4
String Quartet No. 2 in C, Op. 36

Ann Archbold will accompany the group.
Tel: 020 7625 6976 email: annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch afterwards.
Tickets: £16 or £14 concessions.
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Friday 22nd April
Royal Festival Hall

A GALA EVENING WITH RENÉE FLEMING

LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
ENRIQUE MAZZOLA, CONDUCTOR
Dvorak
Verdi
Verdi
Strauss
Strauss

Overture: Othello
Ballet music from Macbeth: Willow Song
Ave Maria from Othello
Introduction to Moonlight Music
Finale from Capriccio

Catherine Dobson will accompany the group.
Tel: 07855 986 362 email: catherinemd55@yahoo.co.uk
Tickets: £20
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THE FULHAM OPERA ROBERT PRESLEY MEMORIAL VERDI PRIZE
Rudolf Steiner Theatre, 17th October 2021
Katie Barnes

Robert Presley was a much-loved founding member of Fulham
Opera.
He was a Verdi enthusiast who sang many Verdi roles throughout
his career.

This is the fourth time Fulham Opera has awarded this biannual prize, and as with all such events
held this year, the difficulties involved in organising it, hearing, assessing and selecting the finalists
must have been immense. Yet the overall standard has never been higher.
The eight singers - two sopranos, two mezzos, two baritones, a tenor and a bass - were each
required to present a 15-minute programme including at least two pieces from different operas by
Verdi. Some elected to add a third piece by another composer, which helped to give an indication
of their range beyond Verdi's works.
The distinguished panel of judges - Sir Thomas Allen, Richard Hetherington, Head of Music at the
Royal Opera, and soprano Gweneth Ann Rand, had three prizes to award: a First Prize of £2,000,
Runner-Up (£1,000) and Judges’ Special Mention (£300), usually for a singer under the age of 35
or a ‘Verdi baritone’. In addition there was an Audience Prize of £300. The event was presented by
the lovely Nadine Benjamin, winner of the first competition and now enjoying a burgeoning
international career and Richard Black was the terrific accompanist to all the singers.
Donyon Noh has a magnificent baritone instrument well suited to Verdi, but I felt that he needs to
give it more light and shade. In Posa's death scene he sang with almost unremitting forte. A
greater use of dynamics would have given this heartbreaking scene greater pathos. As the first
singer to go on, he may have been nervous. "Cortigiani" suited his unsparing style better and had
great headlong urgency and rage.
Luci Briginshaw was bang on the money in every way. She sang two pieces which suited her
strong coloratura to perfection, with keen attention to the text, and differentiated well between
them. "Caro nome" radiated Gilda's innocent bewilderment and joy as she strove to process the
tumultuous emotions of first love, and “É strano” presented the tragedy of the damaged, worldywise Violetta, who still dares to hope to be loved. Her crystalline tones darkened from Gilda's
optimism to the courtesan's sorrow.
Roberto Abate, the only tenor in the competition, was another who concentrated on volume rather
than subtlety. His voice occasionally sounded tight and he appeared to be too nervous to do
himself justice. I have heard him do good work for Fulham Opera in Falstaff, Il Tabarro and Gianni
Schicchi, but on this occasion his hunched posture prevented him from giving of his best. Don
Carlo's “Io la vidi” is a notorious tenor trap which he might have done better to avoid - it has caught
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out far more experienced singers - and “De miei bollenti spiriti” also sounded faintly uneasy. It
might be significant that his Puccini number, “Donna non vidi mai”, had a far more open and
relaxed sound. Perhaps, at this stage of his vocal development, the later composer suits his voice
better.
Georgia Mae Bishop, the first of the two mezzos, dispatched Ulrica's aria with great dramatic
conviction, but I felt that its cavernous low notes were added to her voice rather than being a part
of it. Azucena's tessitura is higher, and “Fra in ceppi” suited BIshop's voice better as well as being
immensely moving. For her finale, she brought the house down with the Witch's “Hopp hopp hopp”
from Hansel und Gretel, yet even this, I felt, could have had a touch more abandon. Her voice is
elegant and capable of great power, but I was left with the feeling that it lacked the fullness ideally
needed for a Verdi mezzo-contralto.
Emelie Kroon had that vocal fullness in satisfying abundance - I would love to see her as Quickly
someday - and presented a piledriver of a programme with a belter of an “O don fatale” and a
scarily powerful “Stride la vampa” before cutting loose with Bernstein's “I am easily assimilated”, in
which her singing and dancing won the audience's hearts. And how apposite that she should sing
"I'm suddenly Spanish", having begun her programme as a Spanish princess.
Joel Balzun gave the most diverse programme, and the only one in three languages. He has a
wonderfully smooth, full-toned, grateful baritone which he displayed to best advantage in two of
Verdi's loveliest numbers for the baritone voice, an achingly beautiful “Pietà, rispetto, amore” and
the unjustly neglected “Au sein de la puissance” from Les Vêpres Siciliennes, sung in excellent
French. His opening piece, “Sie gibt mir keinen Blick” from Arabella, demonstrated that his voice is
capable of heavier-duty work. All the same, given that Mandryka has scared away many a tougher
baritone, I hope that he leaves the complete role alone for a while.
Jillian Finnamore gave the evening's most ambitious programme, with three substantial pieces for
suffering heroines, “O patria mia”, “Vissi d'arte” and Desdemona's prayer. She has a lovely lyricdramatic soprano, and all three pieces were sung with beautiful tone and intense feeling - she has
the gift of making one care about the characters she sings - but I felt that the occasional gasped
note and splayed ending to a phrase demonstrated that she was taking her voice to its limit.
Edwin Kaye has a wonderful bass voice, smooth with just a hint of grittiness and superbly
articulate, and he differentiated well between his characters. “Tu sul labbro” was magnificently
done, and the French text and Claudius's anguished prayer, “Je t’implore” from Thomas's Hamlet,
brought out lovely softer tones in the voice. A fearful, introverted “Ella giammai m'amò”, most
gloriously sung, set the seal upon his programme.
After due deliberation, Sir Thomas announced the judges' unusual decision: instead of awarding
the three prizes as announced, they had decided to award £825 each to four winners: Joel, Kaye,
Finnamore and Briginshaw, who also took the Audience Prize. To all the contestants, he
commented that as a young singer he reached the Kathleen Ferrier final, only to be rejected. “Your
time will come again!”.
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In my own time
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Many of us have happy memories of the times when Humphrey Burton
has presented musical events for us, either in London or in his beloved
Aldeburgh where he would frequently appear in his shorts, showing the
brownest legs you have ever seen. You may have been there when he
hosted the celebration of Gwyneth Jones’ 80th Birthday, this time in his
longs because it was London.
On that occasion I had arranged for four young Welsh opera stars to
spring a surprise on Dame Gwyneth by performing We’ll Keep a
Welcome and then the Welsh National Anthem, with both of which she
joined in heartily. This had somehow to be fitted in to Humphrey Burton’s
plan even though I found myself briefing him for it at zero notice.
Needless to say, in the hands of one of the world’s most experienced broadcasters and telecast
directors the whole thing ran as smooth as silk. What followed, though, had me dropping through
my trouser legs with astonishment. This man with an unrivalled lifetime’s experience of bringing
music to the world asked me: “Did I do it right?” Did he do it right?? As I was struggling to find the
words to answer he added: “I’m proud to have worked with your team.” The point of this anecdote
is to assure anyone who is thinking of buying this autobiography that it is written with the same
genuine humility which he demonstrated that evening and that it is free of that dreadful false
modesty with which some writers lace accounts of their lives in the hope of impressing the reader.
In the fascinating story told in this book the achievements quite simply speak for themselves.
If you can’t tell a book by its cover then let’s take a look at the index instead. The total of almost
5,000 entries, approximately half representing the people with whom the author has worked or
pursued personal relationships herald the richness of substance and extent of the territory over
which we are to be conducted.
On the early part of this journey we are led first by the twelve year old boy playing Bach on the
piano at Thetford Grammar School then by the teenager playing a Mozart piano concerto at
Redhill and Reigate Music Festival, performing baritone operatic roles and learning the viola,
subsequently by the sixth former composing a suite for string orchestra and next by 2nd Lt Burton
doing his National Service with the Royal Signals.
Cambridge, with its small music teaching faculty, turned out to be a mixed experience. “We rarely
saw the professor. I met him perhaps twice in two years.” He switched to history for his third year.
Rebuffing an approach from MI5, Burton picked up a BBC position of Studio Manager Specialising
in Classical Music, having postponed the start of his working life by doing a year of research in
Avignon, Aix-en-Provence, Marseilles and Paris on French musical life in the 18th Century which
taught him the value of public music-making. This proved relevant to the work he was to do in
broadcasting over the next 50 years in bringing people together in the name of music.
Starting at the BBC in 1955 for £8 per week, Burton found that his job included providing the
sound effects for The Goons Show: “a highlight of my early BBC life”. After three years as a radio
studio manager he made the big jump to television, becoming a junior director on the arts
programme Monitor, “boldly going forth to conquer uncharted programme territory in the
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fascinating, revelatory and expressive new medium of television under Huw Wheldon.” In this job
he gained experience directing multi-camera studio transmissions making programmes with the
likes of Yehudi Menuhin, William Alwyn, Duke Ellington, Glenn Gould, Peter Maxwell Davies and
Dudley Moore, often working with film makers John Schlesinger and Ken Russell. By 1961, at the
age of 30, echoing Wordsworth, Burton writes of the bliss to be alive at the dawn of television “but
to be young was very heaven.”
With the launch of BBC2 in 1964 he was made Executive Producer of Music Programmes with a
brief to devise fresh ways of putting music on to the small screen. Master Class was a BBC brand
which ran for over a decade (did it inspire the young Malcolm Rivers, I wonder?) featuring
musicians like Paul Tortelier and Julian Bream. Workshop followed. “Everybody who was there
agrees that the mid 1960s was an extraordinarily exciting period to be working in television, not
least because we were breaking new ground wherever we turned.”
The making of music documentaries such as that on Edward Elgar is covered in fascinating detail.
A full four pages, for example, are devoted to Britten at Fifty whilst The Golden Ring film of George
Solti’s legendary recording of Wagner’s Ring cycle for Decca receives a generous ten page
account. It was whilst he was editing The Golden Ring that Humphrey Burton was announced at
the age of 33 as head of the new BBC Television Music and Arts Department, just ten years after
he had first reported to Reception at Lime Grove as a new trainee.
He created the Omnibus series in 1967 which ran for over 800 editions and he now turned to
making what was becoming possible through improvements in camera technology: telecasts of
live opera productions, Dido and Aeneas from Glyndebourne starring Janet Baker being an early
example. Reflecting on his decisions to reject offers to join other organisations, Burton writes “I
was right to stay where I was. My unconscious should have been singing ’something’s coming,
something good’. The ‘something’ was an irresistible force named Leonard Bernstein. He was to
transform my working life.” The close working and personal relationships between these two giants
of the music world began with their meeting at the premier performance of The Chichester Psalms
in 1965 and lasted until Bernstein’s death in 1990. (The vast subject of Leonard Bernstein’s life
documented by Humphrey Burton as his biographer will be covered in a future issue of Harmony.)
In 1966 BBC’s Controller of Programmes David Attenborough was in search of something
exceptional to showcase the introduction of colour TV and so he asked for a series on painting.
Humphrey Burton suggested that Kenneth Clark was the man for the job and so he was given the
task of bringing him on board, with the result that a new approach to presenting visual art on TV
was famously born.
Dealing with the years 1967 to 1975, the chapter “Going it alone” tells of joining David Frost’s
consortium to create the London Weekend Television franchise and the creation of the Aquarius
series which ran for 186 editions and which Burton edited and produced. We are told that when
Tony Palmer fell out (“as he did many times”) with the BBC, Burton hired him to film John Lennon
and Yoko Ono in New York. His production of the Russell Harty interview with Salvador Dali
(Hello, Dali) won an Emmy award in 1972 and the series gave Jessye Norman her first outing on
British TV. It was the Aquarius platform which brought Burton his first commission to direct a
telecast of a Leonard Bernstein production: Verdi’s Requiem in St Paul’s cathedral. The Bernstein
team next offered him the project to produce and direct a two-hour salute to Beethoven and there
followed dozens more such programmes, for example a full cycle of Mahler symphonies (still
available on DVD), Bernstein’s Trouble in Tahiti and very many more.
In 1975 the return to the BBC and to relays from opera houses brought the first TV delivery of
Wagner’s Ring: the Patrice Chéreau “Centenary” production from Bayreuth with Gwyneth Jones,
Donald McIntyre and Siegfried Jerusalem, conducted by Pierre Boulez and in 1983 Burton came
up with the idea of transmitting the 15 hour cycle in ten weekly instalments on BBC2. In my years
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of editing Wagner News I found that, of the three most frequently reported influences responsible
for people’s own Wagner epiphanies: The Golden Ring programme of Solti’s recording in the
1960s, Reginald Goodall’s Ring in the 1970s and the Chéreau Ring transmissions of the 1980s,
two of these were brought to us by Humphrey Burton. Bearing in mind that he also produced the
only documentary made about Reginald Goodall, it is true to say that nobody has done more than
Humphrey Burton to raise the awareness of the work of Richard Wagner which exists today.
Among all this, he somehow fitted in a summer season supervising 50 concerts at the Hollywood
Bowl, documented with daily entries from a (“sometimes indiscreet”) diary. In 1984 he went to New
York to film Leonard Bernstein for Omnibus making a new recording of West Side Story, rather as
he had done with the Solti Ring two decades earlier. It is perhaps the incident when José Carreras
as Tony baulks at singing his top B flat in “Maria” for which many of us most vividly remember this
documentary. As so often in this book, Burton takes the opportunity to provide an explanation
which enables us to view the incident afresh. “Carreras’ Spanish expletive matched the explosive
thump as he shoved his vocal score into his briefcase and stormed out of the studio. The irony is
that LB said nothing hostile to him though he was naturally disappointed not to complete the
number. Apparently, LB had not been informed of the singer’s plan to record the note the next day
when his voice would be fresh. (Nobody told me either.) When the session came to an abrupt halt
the camera caught LB feeling very sorry for himself. Six years later when LB died, Carreras spoke
forgivingly of this episode.” I have quoted so extensively here to illustrate not just the cornucopia of
fascinating detail in this book but also its generous style towards people: there is no score-settling,
nothing presented at the expense of any of the thousands of characters who populate its chapters.
I confess to having have left out of this report a huge (and hugely important) component of the
book. Integrated with all this “professional” story is that of the other people in Humphrey Burton’s
life: people he has married, fathered and people with whom he has had various other intimate
relationships. These the author describes with a great degree of candour. (Take as an example
the heading he has given for Chapter 3: “Boyhood Turns Sour”.) Treating this aspect of his writing
with the respect and sensitivity which is its due leaves me feeling less than adequate to the task of
delving into it in the manner which is, by contrast, so freely available in the less “personal” parts of
the book. The remedy, dear reader, is more than obvious: it is for you to settle down with your own
copy to explore this region of Humphrey Burton’s life.
My rather random plundering of the musical and professional material of this book in the hope of
indicating the vast scope of the life it covers has scarcely scratched the surface of what is
available in the treasury of its pages. (I have not even mentioned, for example, the great pride with
which he conducted Verdi’s Requiem at the Albert Hall on his 70th birthday in 2001, raising over
£75,000 for prostate cancer research in the process.)
In his concluding paragraph Burton takes a quotation from Leonard Bernstein’s musical, On the
Town. As the lovers bid each other goodbye they ask “Where did all the time go?” He writes: “I
suppose this book – In My Own Time – is my response to that eternal question.”
May I be permitted to respond to you, Humphrey Burton, with some other words from this song?
They refer to much-treasured experiences which you have provided over my own lifetime:
watching your programmes as a teenager and as a septuagenarian, meeting you at musical
events and on Aldeburgh beach, losing any brown legs contest to you:
“Let’s just be glad for what we had
And what’s to come.”
For the Australian poet Les Murray heaven is a place where you can wear your shorts forever.
May you wear your shorts forever, Sir Humphrey!
Humphrey Burton will be signing copies at Wigmore Hall from 1pm to 2pm on 3 rd February.
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A TALE OF TWO TRISTANS
Tristan und Isolde, Glyndebourne Festival Opera at the Proms,
Royal Albert Hall, 31st August 2021
Katie Barnes
For obvious reasons this year's Prom season included less vocal music than usual. A notable
exception was Glyndebourne's annual visit, which brought their semi-staging of Nicklaus
Lehnhoff's production of Tristan und Isolde to the Albert Hall.
The format of Glyndebourne's Prom semi-stagings has changed over the years. Of late, it has
been customary to place the semi-staging on a platform above the orchestra. This year, it made
obvious logistical sense to reproduce the semi-staging as performed at the Festival, with the
singers socially distanced across three wide, shallow steps and the forestage, directly in front of
the orchestra. As at Glyndebourne, Robin Ticciati and the London Philharmonic Orchestra worked
magic. This was his first Wagner opera, and on this evidence he should do many more as soon as
possible (Is there any chance of a Glyndebourne Ring? Please?). He made the music sound so
fresh and new, as though the audience were hearing it for the first time, even as we savoured
every familiar pleasure it brought. His distribution of his forces showed a keen sense of the
dramatic: the young sailor and the Act I chorus were kept out of sight, disembodied voices issuing
from nowhere, but King Marke's fanfares, the hunting horns and Brangäne's tower warnings
issued from the centre of the gallery, at the highest point of the auditorium, as far away as possible
from the platform.
But all Ticciati's mellow magic could not disguise the fact that the hard, open acoustic placed the
singers at a disadvantage. Having completed a close-packed run of five performances in sixteen
days in the warm, intimate, timber-lined acoustic of the Glyndebourne auditorium, they now faced
the very different challenges of the huge space of the orchestra-friendly Albert Hall, full of hard,
sound-bouncing surfaces. Despite all Ticciati's care, the sheer volume of the orchestral sound all
too often became a maelstrom which left the singers with a stark choice: to push against it or to
sing only for the radio microphones. Without exception they gallantly opted for the former,
although at least one paid a price for doing so.
The Prom semi-staging was credited in the programme to Paul Higgins, but aside from organising
entrances and exits it appeared to differ very little from Daniel Dooner's semi-staging at
Glyndebourne, which distilled the essence of Lehnhoff's sensitive Personenregie with few external
trappings. Inevitably these lovers were as socially distanced as they were emotionally close, in Act
I circling each other like fighting animals, in Act II sitting back to back at either end of the platform,
or side by side in mutual contemplation. Almost their only moment of direct physical contact came
at Tristan's death.
Both the leads were new to their roles, and may have experienced problems with pacing
themselves through their taxing performance schedule. Simon O'Neill, whose Tristan at
Glyndebourne had been admirably dark-toned and strong of utterance, here developed a not
unattractive but worrying huskiness, and before Act III, the audience were informed that O'Neill
had lost his voice and that he would mime Act III while Neal Cooper, who had already been a
complex Melot in Act II, would sing both Tristan and Melot from the side of the platform.
Cooper plunged himself into all the intensity of Tristan's emotions with a vocal interpretation full of
passion, pain and tenderness. I only wished that he had been allowed to act the role as well. If the
occasional high note sounded a trifle pinched, it was probably because he was in an inimical
location, surrounded by a swirl of orchestral sound so dense that he frequently had to hold a hand
to his ear to hear himself sing. It must have been like singing Tristan in a hurricane. The
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expressiveness he brought to Mein Kurwenal and Muss ich dich so versteh'n was remarkable and
intensely moving. At the end the audience gave him a huge ovation, and O'Neill generously
pushed him forward for a solo call. A Mastersingers alumnus saved the show yet again.
Finnish soprano Miina-Liisa Värelä as Isolde, another role debutante, was as impressive as she
had been at Glyndebourne. Tall, statuesque, blessed with a resonant deep jaw, huge, expressive
eyes, flaming red hair, undoubted charisma and a voice fit to knock seven bells out of any Tristan
or Siegfried, she has all the essentials to become a notable addition to the international roster of
Heldensoprans. She immersed both herself and the audience in her character, and knows the
value of stillness to hold the audience's attention. But she appears very young to be singing such a
taxing repertoire, and I hope that she does not overwork her voice too soon. Her inexperience was
betrayed by an occasional inability to pace herself, most notably when she ran out of puff at the
end of the Liebestod and the final note, which should appear to go on for ever, was swallowed and
cut off short.
John Relyea, who missed some performances at Glyndebourne due to illness (where he was
replaced by Brindley Sherratt, no less) sounded magnificent as King Marke, combining a
wonderful richness and evenness of tone with an acute depiction of the King's incomprehension
and barely suppressed rage at being betrayed by the two people he holds most dear. He did not
need to wear a crown to be regal. Karen Cargill's sharply observed Brangäne was completely
inside her character as affectionate friend, confidante and devoted servant, prostrate with horror at
being asked to conspire in a murder, overwhelmed with guilt at her mistress's shame. The size of
the Hall held no terrors for her. As I was sitting at the centre back of the Grand Tier, I experienced
the unbelievable thrill of hearing that amazing voice pealing out the Tower Warnings directly above
my head.
Shenyang's Kurwenal was a pure joy, full of tenderness and concern, ever ready to highlight a
colleague's performance through his rapt attention to them, and his voice was a flood of gold. He
coped nobly with the surely disconcerting situation of addressing and responding to a silent Tristan
while hearing a tenor voice several metres away. Stuart Jackson, who the following week sang a
notable St Matthew Evangelist, recovered from a blip in the Young Sailor's song to impart both
beauty and menace to the Shepherd's few utterances.
But ultimately this turned out to be Cooper's big night. Let us hope that he is now given more
opportunities to sing Tristan, and the other Heldentenor roles, in his own right.

Neil Cooper (left) sings for Simon O’Neill to “walk” the role of Tristan
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THE ACCOMPANIST’S ART
A FORMIDABLE ARSENAL OF SPECIALIST SKILLS
Paul Carey Jones

The author in recital at St James' Piccadilly with Jocelyn Freeman at the piano.
As I sat down to write a few words on this subject, something was nagging away at the back of my
mind. “Accompanists”. Did I remember correctly some memo or consensus that in this enlightened
age, we were no longer supposed to refer to our heroic pianistic colleagues as such?
Embracing the zeitgeist, I put the question to the public, via the extremely unscientific method of a
poll on social media. The results were interesting, and along with the occasionally heated
discussion which ensued, encapsulate several aspects of what the life of a pianist who plays with
singers in classical song repertoire requires.
There is still, it seems, a considerable body of opinion behind the term “accompanist”, just over
half of the poll’s respondents voting for it. It has the virtue of being a universal currency - everyone
knows who you mean by it. And it needn’t carry the stigma of a pejorative air (“a mere
accompanist”) about it, for those who truly understand the nature of the art of song.
But there does remain an underlying conceptual issue. In a song duo, the pianist is not there just
to “accompany”, to make a few agreeable noises while the singer waits for the moment to seize
them, and most classical songs are not written that way. Think of Schubert’s Die Stadt, a thrilling
dramatic two-handed scene, with the pianist playing the grim-visaged boatman to the singer’s
trepidatious passenger. Or Schumann’s Flöten und Geigen from Dichterliebe, where the pianist
becomes an entire rollicking wedding band, with the singer a mere bystander with nose pressed to
the window pane. In both cases, the piano’s contribution is far more interesting, not to mention
technically challenging, than the vocal line. “Accompanist” is almost the opposite of the truth in
cases such as these.
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What, then, are the alternative terms? The current second favourite seems to be “collaborative
pianist”, which is surely a much more accurate description of how the creative process works.
Audiences often ask, “who follows whom?” after watching singers work with pianists. With
conductors, the good ones make sure the singers follow them; the great ones don’t need to, since
everyone on stage is creating the music together. It’s a question of collective listening and feeling.
(With the bad ones, no one is listening to anyone and the whole thing falls apart.) It’s a very similar
situation with singers and pianists; the great duos instinctively understand this collective creativity,
and young musicians starting out need to grasp this concept.
The problems with “collaborative pianist” seem to be that perhaps it’s trying a little too hard to right
historical wrongs in the treatment of keyboard players; and that it also has a whiff of “collaborating
with the enemy” about it. Although given that we’re talking about working with singers here,
perhaps that’s not altogether inaccurate in some instances.
That leaves us with some other underrated, but still strong, contenders. “Lieder pianist”, which I
like a lot but is perhaps a little too repertoire-specific, and “song pianist”, which bears the same
merits while perhaps leaning too far the other way towards generality. “Chamber music pianist” is
very accurate if a little prosaic, and “vocal chamber music pianist” even more accurate but perhaps
veering towards a cumbersome pedantry.
However we choose to label our pianists who make music with singers, there can be no doubting
that they carry a formidable arsenal of specialist skills. As a student, I invested many an hour
page-turning at Wigmore Hall. There can be no better education for any aspiring singer, watching
great duos work their magic from the best seat in the house. Great song pianists have the utmost
technical ability. They also need voluminous brains and improvisational skills. I once turned a page
to find, aghast, the middle four sheets of a song missing; the pianist recreated the whole thing
note-perfectly from memory. They also need the ability to follow vocal lines in many languages
and even several different alphabets.
And as importantly as anything else, they need immense interpersonal skills: they need to enjoy
working and spending time with singers. I don’t say this entirely flippantly; professional singing is
an intensely demanding activity, and dealing with the mercurial nature of the human larynx as a
musical instrument requires understanding and sensitivity. If a singer knows the pianist beside
them has a deep sympathetic understanding of and love for that, they can feel free to soar to ever
greater artistic heights: liberated to make great music, together, as a partnership of equals. Long
may that unique and irreplaceable creative process continue!

Paul Carey Jones is a Welsh-Irish bass-baritone. He has released
several albums of classical song and is currently preparing the next
stage of the Longborough Ring Cycle in which he appears as Wotan.
As a writer, he has published articles on the current state of the
classical music industry for several media outlets, and his first book:
Giving It Away - Classical Music in Lockdown and Other Fairytales was
published in October 2020.

David Price Photography
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THE ACCOMPANIST’S ART
A LOVE LETTER IN SONATA FORM
TO THE PIANISTS IN MY LIFE
Brian Smith Walters

The author with Jocelyn Freeman at the piano.

Introduction: A few simple chords
In my years as a musician, both as a professional horn player in my 20s and as a professional
singer in the years after that, it has become apparent how imperative it is to have a village of
musicians with whom you love working. First among these villagers is what we tend to call a
collaborative pianist these days, or accompanist, as one might have said in yesteryear.

Exposition: A lesson from my youth
Many of us had our first experiences of piano accompaniment in exams or perhaps music
festivals. One of my earliest experiences was at a festival in my native Arizona, at the local State
University. I was competing amongst other French horn players, with me playing the gorgeous
Beethoven Sonata in F major. Now, when I was younger I used to have a habit of procrastinating
doing the things that weren’t on my immediate radar, and though I was working hard perfecting my
trills at the end of the exposition of the Sonata, finding a pianist who would play the piece with me
was low on my to-do list. After trying the long list of approved pianists for the festival two days
before the show and having a few them laugh at me down the phone, one of my high school choirmates came to the rescue, willing to do her best with the part in under 48 hours. As a doubleedged sword in the critiques, one of the judges said that next to the horrific piano playing, my horn
playing seemed extraordinarily impressive and wonderful. I ended up winning some good prizes in
that festival, placing 2nd overall, and I learned a huge lesson: get a pianist early!
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Development: From boy to well, older boy
The next year, (in the equivalent to upper sixth form) I took a different tack to a similar pattern,
namely I used a friend to play the piano for me for a festival, but this time, I asked her months
earlier. I was singing the Bach-Gounod Ave Maria, Fauré’s Après un Rêve, and Carissimi’s
Vittorio, Mio Core. I was enormously pleased with our critiques, which universally said how well we
worked as a team, making music together, rather than a soloist and someone accompanying.
At the tender age of 17, this struck a huge chord within me.
When I went to university in California, I became rather zealous about booking pianists in
advance. As a double major in performance (joint principal study, to translate this into British
conservatoire English) of French horn and voice, I had twice the need of good pianists for various
projects. Believe you me, when you simultaneously have an all-French chanson programme and a
programme of three American contemporary horn sonatas to prepare, the last thing you want to
worry about is “is the pianist up for this?”. So, thankfully, having learnt my lesson young and taken
said lesson to heart, I not only booked pianists early, but I got pick of the good ones!
Recapitulation: Youth’s lesson, matured
Over the years I have been amazingly lucky to work with some fabulous pianists, such as the
wonderful Jocelyn Freeman (seen in the picture, above) and I must admit that I have learnt much
from these fantastic musicians. Beyond having the joy of someone who can help with the nuts and
bolts of a piece, ie: if the notes, rhythms, and tuning are correct, an amazing collaborative pianist
can be like a dance partner, a lover, and the Devil’s Advocate all rolled into one gorgeous
package.
The dance partner. A good pianist will follow you and help things to be fluid and flowing. A great
pianist, however, will lead at times, follow at times, but always be there to be a 100% equal to the
singer.
The lover. When one has great rapport with a pianist, over time there comes an unspoken
language between artists. Like a very-much-still-in-love married couple, signals are shared and
picked up on an intuitive level. Magic happens when you get this level.
The Devil’s Advocate. Like many singers, I can be stubborn in my belief about how pieces should
go, and thankfully, the great pianists with whom I have had the pleasure of working, have used
their tact and pianistic wiles to challenge me on various points of rehearsing. Obviously, not
everyone enjoys having their initial thoughts criticised, but when working with someone with great
skill and great emotional empathy, which all great collaborative pianists have, I’ve come to love
when my ideas are moulded into something resembling “our” ideas.
Coda: A warning
Remember to be nice to your pianist! Don’t bring Hindemith and expect it to be sightread; don’t
bring a Handel aria in modern pitch and want them to transpose; don’t bring in a full score of an
opera expecting them to extrapolate a piano accompaniment (these are all mistakes I’ve seen
over the years). But, do soak up the riches you can gleam from a wonderful working relationship
with a collaborative pianist! A lesson truly learnt!
Described by Pierre Boulez as “un musicien formidable” and by Opera Magazine as
“unflaggingly robust”, tenor Brian Smith Walters has performed as Tristan, Parsifal,
Siegmund, Peter Grimes, and Menalas (Die ägyptische Helena). He has performed in
festivals such as Lucerne, Schleswig-Holstein, Longborough, Buxton, Grange Park,
and Aldeburgh. Brian recently made his New York debut, singing Siegmund in
Carnegie Hall for Manhattan Opera, with musicians from the Metropolitan Opera.
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THE ACCOMPANIST’S ART
INVESTIGATING THE SCORE TOGETHER
Ben Woodward
The art of accompanying is a fascinating topic. It covers that of accompanying both singers and
instrumentalists as well as repetiteuring for opera, and that’s just thinking about the piano. There is
the art of accompanying with a stick and one is reminded of what Leonard Bernstein wrote on the
differences between opera and symphony conducting. “Symphony conducting is a very private,
introspective kind of activity, in which you and the orchestra are closely knit together in the
performance. You're breathing together, investigating the score together, trying to bring out what
one considers to be the composer's real intention. With opera you're conducting a piece of theatre.
You're conducting not only an orchestra but a stage, and you're involved in every aspect of it.
Even though you're not the director of staging, you're deeply involved in it.”
When I am accompanying a singer at the piano I am watching and listening for their breath, I am
listening for their consonants at the beginning and ends of words and listening for the diphthongs
and portamenti that govern when they move to the next word or note. An accomplished singer can
imbue their breath full of musical intention so that a good accompanist will be able to interpret and
start immediately at the same tempo without need for much discussion or rehearsal beforehand.
Similarly a singer can make their phrases travel forwards - a crescendo through a long note and
an understanding of their breath If one were accompanying a string player, this might involve
looking at how far through their bow they are.
As per the Bernstein quote, accompanying opera from the podium is quite an interesting beast. I
remember one young conductor moaning to me after a rehearsal that the singers weren't following
him. The previous night I had seen him accompanying a singer beautifully from the piano and I
asked him what the difference was: why didn't he simply accompany with the stick the same way
he did at the piano? Suffice it to say he's now doing rather well in his career as an opera
conductor!
My young assistant on the Helena project* recently took a rehearsal where he was enjoying the
sound of the orchestra so much that he forgot to look at the stage. One of the singers actually
stopped the rehearsal and asked him to look at her! He learned a lot in that moment.
Then there is the merry dance when the musicians one is accompanying need a bit of a hurry-up if
they are dragging, and need a very gentle push along. I have come unstuck with that myself once,
when, accompanying a Traviata as a jump-in pianist, the Violetta was getting slower and slower so
I pushed the tempo a bit. At the end of the performance she went to the producer and demanded I
was never to be hired to accompany her again. That was fine by me!
*The Fulham Opera production of Die Ägyptische Helena is reviewed on pages 27 to 29

Ben Woodward is the Founder and Artistic Director of Fulham Opera (soon to be
renamed Regents Opera). He has worked at the Staatstoper in Hannover, the
Musiktheater im Revier in Gelsenkirchen and the SH-Landestheater in Flensburg,
Germany, where he conducted over 20 performances. This year he has
conducted La Traviata, Die Ägyptische Helena and Jenufa for Fulham Opera and
he is currently in rehearsals for a production of Elektra in Berlin. Next season he
will conduct Regents Opera in La Forza del Destino, Carmen and Das Rheingold.
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THE ACCOMPANIST’S ART
IT’S ALMOST AS IF THE TWO OF YOU BECOME ONE
Helena Dix
When I started my singing lessons at the age of 15 I was taught the importance finding a good
accompanist to work with. I was always well-prepared. I would mark my music for the accompanist
if we hadn’t had a chance to rehearse; I would always call them before the event. I made sure that
one of my coaches looked over what I had written so that everything was clear.
At university I started to learn the true meaning of musical partnership. Naturally, it had to be with
someone who was immensely talented at the piano, but it is so much more than that. When you’re
studying and singing so frequently at performance classes and in recitals, you soon learn the
difference between someone who can play successfully for you and someone who you want to
play for you for your entire career. At first I assumed this to mean working with someone who
always agrees with you. How ridiculously naive I was! I soon learned that this was not the case at
all. I met a fantastic accompanist who challenged me, asked questions, made me play with ideas
and made me develop a partnership of musical preferences. It was exciting, and it truly made me
appreciate live music at its best.
I have had the great fortune to work alongside some of the most remarkable accompanists. Each
of them had the basic foundations to start with: their own skill on the piano, a thorough
understanding of the requirements of the human voice, great musicianship, a willingness to work
as part of a team and the ability to create magic alongside you.
As a singer it is always much tougher when you perform in a recital, an audition, or anything that
requires just you and the piano. The focus cannot be on a set, or a costume. It’s just the two of
you, working as a team, creating the best sound world that you can. There has to be an incredible
amount of trust between the two of you to make that magic. I have worked with players who have
the most uncanny ability to bring every note to life and allow you as the singer to become lost in
every harmony and every interlude. It’s almost as if the two of you become one. As in life when
you find the right person and over time things become less difficult, and you become a
partnership, finding an accompanist who can do this is like finding the most glorious diamond in a
haystack. When you do find this person, make sure you understand what it is that makes your duo
so complete. Making music with another person is one of the most delightful experiences:
breathing together, shaping phrases and ideas together, having an open dialogue about why you
hear and perform things the way you do.
Once you finish having those conversations and creating your sketches it’s time to head to the
stage and bring those ideas that you have to life, side by side. When you have found the right
person to do that with, time should stand still whilst you both create something unforgettable for
those around you. Then it is no longer simply notes on a page, it’s so much more than that, and
something of which you should never let go.

Soprano Helena Dix represented Australia in the 2005 Cardiff Singer of
The World competition and has been a finalist in several other international
competitions including the Seattle International Wagner competition.
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DIE ÄGYPTISCHE HELENA: OPERA WITH MUSSELS
Fulham Opera, St John's Church, Fulham, 24th + 28th October 2021
Katie Barnes
Photography: Matthew Coughlan
For their final production before completing their merger with Regents Opera in the new year,
Fulham Opera served up one of their finest shows yet. As ever, this remarkable outfit went right to
the farthest reaches of the operatic repertoire and gave us a stunning staging of a work by one of
the genre's greatest composers, hitherto unperformed in this country in this (Vienna) version, and
disproved the widespread view (from commentators who may never have seen it) that it is
unstageable. As ever, they achieved miracles on a budget which might just provide a couple of
costumes at one of our major houses.
Die Ägyptische Helena has long been regarded as the weakling of the Richard Strauss /
Hoffmannstahl collaboration, and with good reason. The plot is so complicated and, frankly, daft
that it makes Die Frau ohne Schatten appear a model of clarity and conciseness by comparison,
and it has long been derided for including in its cast an Omniscient Seashell, which may be the
only singing shellfish in the operatic repertoire. But Guido Martin-Brandis’ production treated the
opera with respect, and by playing the story (mostly) straight, he demonstrated how it was written
as a parable of the trauma of soldiers returning from World War I.
The erudite and very helpful programme essay explained the background to the piece's writing
and composition, including the invaluable information that Strauss originally intended to write a
light-hearted and satiric piece, but that Hoffmannstahl obliged with a serious drama of tortured
marital relationships and shifts of memory, evoking the post-traumatic stress disorder which he
had himself suffered following service on the battlefield. The only component of the original
concept to survive in the final version is the seashell, the German word for which is Muschel,
which is also the German for the mouthpiece of a telephone, which, like the oracular shellfish,
brings information from a great distance. There is an explanation for everything, if only one knows
what it is.
This was one of Fulham Opera's most polished and spectacular productions yet. Alexander
McPherson's designs, simple and hugely effective, made the piece a miracle of light and colour.
The use of fabrics was masterly. Pleated cloaks in shimmering gold and elegant gilded masks vied
with rich silks, velvets and brocades, intricate carpets and light, floating gauzes. The props, even
when viewed at such close quarters, looked simply amazing. Visually, the production evoked both
the classical era, with a suitably Eastern feel, and the time of its composition. The palace of the
island sorceress Aithra, lover of Poseidon, was dominated by a shell-shaped cutout which
suggested the front of an art-deco radio, and her servants wore demure black cocktail dresses,
with the enchantress seductive in black harem pants and bolero.
In a brilliant stroke of production, whenever someone touched a switch at the side of the cutout the
Muschel, who was seated at the side of the stage, gorgeously attired as a nightclub singer (how I
envied that frock), suddenly came to life and sang into a microphone. She was the voice of the
radio. Menelas wore a uniform suggesting a World War I general, with Helena in a dazzling white
gown which had both a classical and a 'twenties feel, later topped by a shimmering blue robe
which shifted and sparkled like sea foam. The desert prince Altair and his hapless son Da-ud wore
rich brocades, while the disguised Aithra and her maids gleamed in gold, and Helena’s long-lost
daughter Hermione shimmered like something from another world.
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This opera continues Strauss's perpetual love affair with the female voice, and as usual, there are
two very different soprano sounds. Justine Viani's lusciously full-voiced Helena embodied all the
contradictions of the role. This is a woman who represents different things to different people: all
the other characters project their fantasies onto her, ignoring her need to be recognised as herself.
Yet what is that self? Viani brought out Helena's desperate need for love while showing how she is
unable to resist flattery, whether it is young Da-ud's honest affection or Aithra's veneration. Only
after her inability to resist admiration has fatal consequences, does she at last shed all artifice and
win Menelas anew.
The second soprano voice is that of Aithra, the island sorceress,
which requires both sparkling agility and full-bodied lyricsm. Luci
Briginshaw, fresh from her double win in the Robert Presley
Memorial Verdi Prize, triumphed again. Her voice sparkled in the
coloratura and enchanted in the lyric flights, both complimenting
and blending with Viani's, and she brought the character to life with
enormous wit and charm. How I would love to see these two as
Ariadne and Zerbinetta, the Marschallin and Sophie, above all
Arabella and Zdenka. (How about it, Fulham/Regents Opera?)
Brian Smith Walters as Menelas (Menelaus) had the evening's
hardest task. I consider it quite possible that one major reason for
the scarcity of performances of this opera is that Menelas is
possibly the most brutal that Strauss, rarely noted for kindness to
his tenors, ever wrote. Technically, it should be unsingable. It is
long, relentlessly taxing, and punishes the singer's upper register
beyond endurance. Smith Walters deserves a medal for attempting
it in the first place and another for succeeding so magnificently. He
sang with sustained splendour, depicted the character's trauma
with deep conviction, and even made the constant shifts of recall
and amnesia credible. In short, he knocked it so far out of the park
that the search for the ball had to be called off.
The Muschel is Strauss's answer to Erda, and Ingeborg Børch's cavernous contralto sounded
absolutely glorious. She played a tricky role with absolute conviction and she looked fabulous. On
28th October the role was taken by Liza Graham, whose tones were, if anything, even more
subterranean, and who commanded the stage with regal authority.
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Strauss and Hofmannstahl seemed unsure of whether to make the desert prince Altair a serious
threat to the reunited husband and wife or a mild buffo menace. Martin-Brandis and the talented
Oliver Gibbs made the character a cousin to Baron Ochs, who aroused Helena's barely concealed
amusement while trying to flatter her, only to reveal a callousness that would put Ochs to shame.
Dominic J Walsh made the most of the under-written role of the doomed Da-ud, whose tenore di
grazia vocal lines contrast with Menelas's tenore di forza. The ensemble of servants, slaves,
warriors and elves all did well, with a special nod to the delightful Christine Buras and Natasha
Elliott as Aithra’s servants.
John Paul C Jennings on 24th October and Ben Woodward on 28th October conducted Paul
Plummer’s ingenious five-player reduction of Strauss' lavish orchestration with enormous élan and
made the best possible case for the opera. Let us hope that it is now taken up by our major
companies. In the meantime, Fulham/Regents Opera continues to think big. In February they will
stage La Forza del Destino, one of Verdi's hugest, grandest operas, and anyone who saw their
stupendous Don Carlos in 2018 will have an idea of what to expect. Beyond that, they are
planning their next Ring cycle. Onward and upward!

Brian Smith Walters and Justine Viani
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NEEDS YOU!
Roger Lee
The people whose names you see on the Contacts page have good reason to be proud of their
roles as the volunteers who run what Sir Humphrey Burton described on our 50 th Anniversary as
an organisation unique of its kind in providing opportunities for music lovers to share musical
experiences and events together on an organised basis.
It is, of course, a labour of love. As an example Ian Slater here describes the enjoyment he finds in
doing his job as the Club Secretary. He is however aware of certain aspects of it for which he
requires some assistance. We would be very glad to hear from you if there are any suggestions
which you feel you could make upon reading his account.
Ian writes: “As Secretary I arrange meetings, write minutes and chase up actions resulting from
the meetings. I document processes and activities. I enjoy the job but we will eventually need a
successor for me some time. I am currently firing on all cylinders but, like many on the Committee,
I’m well into my pensionable years and I cannot go on indefinitely.
“Working with people and meeting new people is a great pleasure. A major problem we face is the
aging of our membership and the huge difficulty we have in recruiting new members. We have not
used social media as a way of connecting with new and younger people. Classical music has not
died so there must be folk out there whom we could find. Social media holds no attraction for me
and I have no experience of it. We need help from one or more young people who are interested
in music and who want to develop their skills in marketing.”
Ian Slater and/or Chairman Michael Bousfield would be very glad to hear from you if you have any
enquiries or suggestions about the possibility of joining or assisting the Music Club of London’s
team of workers:

Michael Bousfield:

mikebous@icloud.com

020 7486 7596

Ian Slater:

iw.slater@ntlworld.com

0208 529 3786
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07974 251 112

PREVIEWING REGENTS OPERA’S RING IN THE ROUND
Katie Barnes

I have on many occasions praised the outstanding achievements of Fulham Opera. Now the story
continues…
From 1st January 2022 Fulham Opera changes its name to Regents Opera, reflecting its recent
merger with the 25 year old touring outfit, and on 28th March 2022 the company will host a gala at
Islington Assembly Hall at which plans for its new Ring will be formally unveiled and extracts will
be performed by its cast members in a brand new 18-instrument arrangement created by FO/RO’s
music director and Wagnerian hero, Ben Woodward.
Members of the MCL are strongly encouraged to attend and get the first news on this exciting new
venture. You can get in touch with friends@regentsopera.com about donation-based table seating
on the floor level of the Assembly Hall. Balcony seating will be purchasable through the Islington
Assembly Hall website immediately in the new year.
The cycle will be assembled over two years, staged in the round (well, on three sides) by Caroline
Staunton (who for the past seven years has been on the directorial staff at the Staatsoper Berlin)
at the Masonic Temple in Covent Garden, a hugely impressive venue formerly used for annual
operatic performances during the now-defunct Covent Garden Festival. It has a magnificent Willis
organ which will be incorporated into the orchestration.
The planned performance schedule is as follows:
November 2022:
Das Rheingold
May 2023:
Die Walküre
February 2024:
Siegfried
November 2024:
Full Ring Cycles
The cast will include:
Keel Watson (the Holländer in 2015 and Sachs in 2019) as Wotan/Wanderer,
Catharine Woodward (Eva in 2019) as Brünnhilde,
Philip Modinos (young Siegfried in 2014 and a sensational Don Carlos in 2018) as both Siegfrieds,
Oliver Gibbs (Hagen and the Rheingold Alberich in 2014) as Alberich,
Justine Viani (who recently sang the title role in FO’s Die Aegyptische Helena) as Sieglinde and
Ronald Samm (Stolzing in 2019) as Siegmund.
If the quality is anything like Fulham Opera’s previous Wagner offerings, then this will be stunning.
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OPPORTUNITIES TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN MUSIC JOURNALISM
Might you (or somebody you know of) be interested in writing about the world of music and
musicians?

The Music Club of London is looking for musically-informed writers to contribute material to their
online Harmony magazine.

We offer opportunities to gain experience in feature writing, reviewing musical events and
interviewing musical practitioners.

Working in collaboration with the editor, any advice and assistance which may be required will be
readily available. Copyright of material which appears in Harmony remains with authors so they
are welcome to offer it for subsequent publication elsewhere if they wish.

We are hoping to develop working relationships with those who can bring a fresh approach to
reporting upon aspects of musical life which will provide stimulating material for our readers. Any
examples of written work or of relevant blogging or social media activity which may be available
would be especially welcome.

To discuss the possibility of joining the Harmony team or to obtain a copy of this page to forward
to others please contact the Editor on 01492 533 198 or at penmaenmawr@hotmail.com .
Let’s chat!

Roger Lee
Editor, Harmony
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MIDSUMMER OPERA IN AUTUMN
Autumn Gala Concert, Grey Coat School, 31st October 2021
Katie Barnes
Midsummer Opera was one of the first fringe companies to stage small scale ventures following
the relaxation of Covid controls, but this autumn gala was the first time in two years that a
substantial number of their members had been able to assemble to make music. It was an
emotional occasion. There was no orchestra - piano accompaniments were provided by Richard
Black and by artistic director David Roblou - but I could feel the joy emanating from the chorus as
they sang together.
The programme both recalled the company's past triumphs and looked forward to their planned
forays into the Czech repertoire over the next few years, and featured many of their regular
singers. John Upperton, who must be one of the most versatile tenors on the planet (I had seen
him as Mime the previous day!), was equally stylish as Don Carlos, Otello and the Prince in
Rusalka. Andrew Mayor, Midsummer Opera's go-to Verdi baritone, partnered him as a noble Posa
and striking Iago, with an outstanding Credo.
Anna Loveday excelled in conveying Laura's panic and terror in Stella del marinar before she and
the ever magnificent Zoe South as La Gioconda brought the house down with their duet Chi sei?.
South subsequently took the place apart with Gioconda’s mighty aria Suicidio!. Emma Dogliani
delivered an impressive Casta Diva and a lovely Oh mattunini albori from La Donna del Lago. Paul
Blundell was a touching Vašek, which he will sing with Midsummer Opera next year, and he and
Joanne Whalley opened new frontiers for Midsummer Opera with a duet from Die Czárdásfürstin,
the company's first excursion into operetta ("Operetta is wonderful!" Upperton rightly proclaimed).
The chorus's massed rendition of Va, pensiero was deeply moving, and for the finale, chorus and
principals alike crowded the platform for a rousing Traviata Brindisi, led by Whalley and Mike
Wells.
Because their regular venue, St John's Waterloo, is currently undergoing repairs, MO's next full
show, The Bartered Bride, will not take place until July 2022. It was good to have this reminder of
what we have to look forward to.
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ENDLESS MELODY
TONY PALMER’S PRESENTATION OF HIS DOCUMENTARY FILM
OF THE LIFE OF RACHMANINOFF: “HARVEST OF SORROW”.
International Student House, 19th November 2021
Roger Lee
“It’s just a very, very unique ability. For a composer to
be able to write a melody which lasts sometimes
nearly a minute and people can still remember it
straight away, this is difficult. The Beatles had this
ability to give you a simple but beautiful and strong
image. I call it a gift. You just take it and it stays with
you. There were others, but none of them reached the
same level of effect. This is what Rachmaninoff
brought to classical music: endless melody.
“It starts and it never gives you the feeling that it’s
clear what this melody is but instead you want it to
continue. You want to be led by this melody to the next
one and the next vision and you see more and more.”
These are the words of Valery Gergiev before closing
Tony Palmer’s film The Harvest of Sorrow with an
exquisitely conducted performance of the adagio from
Rachmaninov’s second symphony. Every note (this
piece has been described as “like hearing somebody
falling in love”) was now filled with special meaning for
we who were lucky enough to have been there at this
screening hosted by Tony Palmer himself.
“Endless melody” is not just description of a unique feature of Rachmaninoff’s music. It also
describes a unique feature of Tony Palmer’s films. This quality first struck me as a teenager
watching his 1967 film Benjamin Britten and his Festival but The Harvest of Sorrow has a musical
soundtrack of such seamless continuity that, had you not known the identity of the pieces, you
would swear that it was a through-composed score specially written for this documentary film.
Tony Palmer told me how he had in fact conceived the whole project around this musical content,
even before setting out on the business of making the film.
For this purpose Palmer filmed not only Valery Gergiev and the Orchestra and Chorus of the
Mariinsky Theatre but also the Berlin Philharmonic with Claudio Abbado, the great Russian bass
baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky and many more equally distinguished soloists. Crowning the
production is the voice of Sir John Gielgud delivering Rachmaninoff’s letters and reminiscences.
It was Gergiev who put the idea of making this film to Palmer who replied that he would do it if
Gergiev conducted the music himself. Palmer then struck up such a close relationship with the
composer’s grandson Alexander that the latter allowed him access to his entire collection of
Rachmaninoff’s letters, all unpublished in the west, as well as to his grandfather’s home movies.
With these riches at his disposal, Tony Palmer has created a film which he describes as “an
affectionate tribute to Gielgud as much as it is to Rachmaninoff, whose life and music are brought
to life by those letters, the home movies, the music and the incomparable Gergiev.”
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Those who missed this event might be thinking that
they can console themselves by buying the DVD. Let
me save you the trouble. You will find that it is listed on
Amazon as “currently unavailable”. All, however is not
lost! We shall ask Tony Palmer to bring more copies
with him on his next visit to speak to us. We shall also
ask him to bring more of the Rachmaninoff DVD and
CD set (£23 on Amazon; a tenner from the man
himself). The DVD shows a collection from the
Rachmaninoff home movies archive to a soundtrack of
the composer himself playing his Variations on a
Theme of Paganini. The booklet gives us the letters
which we hear Sir John Gielgud reading on The
Harvest of Sorrow whilst the CD provides a priceless
77 minute collection of recordings made between 1919
and 1939 and beautifully remastered of Rachmaninoff
playing his own works:
Prelude in C sharp minor
Piano Concerto No.2
Prelude I G minor
Etude-Tableau in A minor
Flight of the Bumble Bee
Gopak from Sorochinsky Fair
Piano Concerto No.3
But when might that “next visit” of Tony Palmer which I hinted at above come about? 2022 will see
the 150th anniversary of the birth of Ralph Vaughan Williams, the composer who Palmer described
as “a complex and disturbing artist who wrote some of the most profoundly unsettling music of our
time” and who “bestrode English music in the twentieth century like a Colossus.”
Tony Palmer is preparing a sumptuous package to mark this occasion which will consist of a DVD
of his 2008, 2½ hour film, “Oh, Thou Transcendant”, a double CD of the music originally recorded
for the film, numerous unpublished photographs and a lavishly illustrated 32 page brochure
commemorating the great composer with contributions from Ursula Vaughan Williams, Neil
Tennant of The Pet Shop Boys, Harrison Birtwistle, Mark Anthony Turnage, Nicola Benedetti,
André Previn and many others. You think you know your Vaughan Williams? What this package
contains will have us all listening to his work in an entirely new way. Let’s hope that Tony Palmer
will be persuaded to come and introduce this treasure chest of RVW material to us when it
becomes available next year.

The Music Club of London tried this new venue for the Tony Palmer presentation and it turned out
to be excellent for our purpose. Adjacent to Great Portland Street Station, it’s easy to reach, and
with its superb cinema sound and its bar down below for your before-and-afters, it really is ideal for
such presentations as the one we enjoyed on this occasion.
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THE SEPTEMBER HARMONY COVER: WHOSE PICTURE WAS IT?
Roger Lee

It has been my privilege to “edit” dozens of items authored by
Katie Barnes, but I put “edit” in quotes because that’s not
really what you do with Katie’s material. Working with this writer
amounts to little more than receiving her copy and then
discussing it with her a bit.
Katie has an unrivalled knowledge of opera performance and
her ability to convince readers that they have witnessed what
she reports even when they haven’t is the envy of many of
those who work in musical journalism.
Her prose combines elegance and economy of expression with
a level of skill in the art of musical description which is
unequalled in my experience as a reader.
Katie is indeed the Pearly Queen of Thornton Heath. “The Pearly
tradition in my family started with my father who was for many
years a music-hall entertainer. He made himself a Pearly suit for
singing cockney numbers and this resulted in his being invited to
become a real Pearly King. Seven years after he died I was voted
into my father's title. The Pearlies accept that I can't do much
while I'm still working but I shall doubtless be roped into more
once I retire.” This picture was taken at a Buckingham Palace
garden party which she attended in her capacity as a member of
the Executive Committee of the Gilbert and Sullivan Society.
Her first great love in music was in fact that of Gilbert and Sullivan and they have retained their
place with her ever since. “To my mind Arthur Sullivan is a much underrated composer. His nonGilbert works deserve far more serious consideration than they generally receive. Sir John
Tomlinson has remarked to me that ‘Ah, leave me not to pine alone’ in The Pirates of Penzance,
for example, has all the delicacy of Donizetti and deserves to be sung with the same care and
attention as one would accord to Donizetti. Sullivan regarded Wagner’s Die Meistersinger as the
greatest comic opera that was ever written. Considering his own line of business, this was quite a
compliment! Did you know that in the first production of Iolanthe, the Queen of the Fairies (Alice
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Barnett, a massive contralto) was dressed as Brünnhilde, winged helmet, breastplate, spear and
all - and that her Invocation in Act I bears a certain musical relationship to Wagner?”
Music and the theatre have always been an integral part of Katie Barnes’ life. “My father was a
theatrical polymath: an actor, a music hall performer, a conjurer and an escapologist. He met my
mother in amateur theatricals” Katie was educated at Camden School for Girls, where she was in
the same class as Emma Thompson. The school had very high musical standards, and she sang
alto in the choir. “The two things I learned most from my time in the choir were: first, that I was not
cut out for a vocal career and second, that the mechanics of how individual musical parts, which
can sound quite unrelated, can combine into a harmonious whole - something which has stood me
in good stead as a reviewer when mentally dissecting a composer’s work and appreciating what
different conductors and players bring to it.”
Katie saw her first opera at the age of six (Hansel and Gretel, with Rita Hunter and Raimund
Herincx as the parents), but she says that she did not discover opera “properly” until she saw The
Barber of Seville at ENO in 1980. “I was hooked. My Wagnerian initiation came the following year
with Tristan (also at ENO) conducted by Reginald Goodall. The experience was overwhelming. I
remember that at that first hearing I could discern little of the leitmotif structure, but when it was
broadcast a couple of weeks later I sat by my radio for the whole six hours, following every line of
music and text in my ENO Opera Guide. It was incredibly educational.”
How does she manage the prodigious feats of memory which her work as a reviewer demand? “I
try to memorise as much detail as possible during a performance and I type up a rough version of
the review during the intervals on my venerable HP Jornada 720 before transferring it to my laptop
to be finalised and emailed to the editor.”
Though she claims that she was not cut out for a vocal career, that choral training in Camden
School for Girls has served Katie well, and not just in terms of her ability to analyse the
performance of others. When in 2016 I asked her what the piece was that we heard Lee Bisset
sing in Aldeburgh, Katie identified In questa Reggia for us by singing its climactic ending herself.
At the picnic interval at Longborough the following year I put The sun whose rays are all ablaze
from The Mikado in front of her and, before she could object, I started an accompaniment on
ukulele, knowing that she would manage it, whatever the key. She sang it without so much as a
glance at the score!
I am among those old enough to have enjoyed the work of the poet John Arlott who brought us the
summer in words, describing cricket on the radio for three decades. With his wonderfully evocative
use of simile and metaphor he provided us with imagery so rich as to convince us that we had
seen what he saw. Katie Barnes is the John Arlott of musical journalism.

Awaiting sunrise at Aldeburgh in 2016
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Katie Barnes writes: This is a memorial concert in loving memory of my late mother Irene
Beatrice Barnes to celebrate her favourite composer, Ivor Novello, and his contribution to British
Musical Theatre.
In the mid-1940s, when London was recovering from the effects of the war, my mother was in her
teens, and it was then that she discovered a passion for the theatre which would remain with her
for the rest of her long life. Drama, ballet, opera, musicals, revue, she experienced them all
One of her greatest loves was for the musicals of Ivor Novello and she accumulated a large
collection of scores and scripts of his shows. The wonderful Rebecca Louise Dale has taken over
this unique archive and through her work, Novello’s music will sing again from the scores that my
mother cherished all those years.
My mother would have been thrilled by the idea of a concert of Novello’s music in her memory,
held at the Actors' Church. Remembering Novello’s long association with the Royal General
Theatrical Fund, it seems utterly appropriate that this concert should be in aid of the Theatre
Support Fund, which has raised over £1 million to help theatrical workers, both before and behind
the curtain, who lost their livelihoods for over a year due to lockdown.
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE
https://actorschurch.ticketsolve.com/shows/873620420/events
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